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Studying

Ceramic
Armor with
by Ed Cort

he ballistic impact of penetrator
against armor is a brief moment
of violence and shock hidden in a
confusion of smoke and debris (Fig. l,).
If we are to learn what material properties are relevant to the outcome, we
must pierce the veil and freeze in place
the key aspects of this event. Large xray machines are ideally suited to this
task. A short flash of intense x-radiation Fig. 1, Live fire test of the M1A1 Abrams tank at Aberdeen Proving Ground. (Photograph taken by
can penetrate the debris and armor and
U.S. Army Combat Systems Teat Activity and provided to Los Alamos by the U.S. Army Ballistic
etch an instantaneous image of deforma- Research Laboratory.)
tion and material flow.
We are currently using an x-ray machine called PHERMEX (Fig. 2) to
study the internal structure of ceramic
armor during impact with both penetrating jets from chemical-energy weapons
and long-rod kinetic-energy penetrators. The machine uses a 30-MeV highcurrent linear accelerator to generate
very intense but short-duration bursts of
x rays from a thin tungsten target. Although built in the early 1960s, PHERMEX is still unequaled at producing
high-resolution radiographs of large, fast.
objects. We are particularly interested in
using PHERMEX to study ceramic armor because the mechanisms by which
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mors. We have only recently begun to
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penetrators (fired from the gun at the right).
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of four to six nominally identical shots
produces a time-resolved penetration
history for one ceramic material and one
set of engagement conditions (velocity,
obliquity, and yaw) in one plane. In future tests, we hope to flash PHERMEX

Our current test series ranges over
three ceramic materials (boron carbide,
aluminum oxide, and titanium diboride),
two impact velocities, two obliquities,
a number of confinement geometries,
and both kinetic-energy rods and jets
from chemical-energy weapons. We
also look at the flight characteristics
of the penetrator (velocity, yaw in two
orthogonal planes, rate of change of
yaw, and fiducial time at impact).
We are modeling the tests with existing hydrocode models (see “Modeiing
Armor Penetration”). The code predicts
that because the ceramic is relatively incompressible, even when fractured, and
because there is no free volume for the
rubble to expand into except the penetration hole itself, the ceramic defeats
the penetrator. Although the predictions of ‘the model are reasonably close
to actual events (Fig. 4), our material
model for the ceramic, at the moment, is
based more on experimental data from
prior tests rather than on principles of
physics. Consequently, if the rod’s velocity, say, were to change significantly,
we would not be able to extrapolate
with confi~ence.
At the end of our current series of
ttppr@xirnat63y thirty shots, an adviSO~ panpl ‘{f ex@@~ ‘will review the
~@ts and,itel~ inkttp~t @ data. Howtiv~r, preliminary rkk@s confirm that
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to penetrate new material, and, as the
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CERAMIC PENETRATION
Fig. 4. (a) A PHERMEX radiograph of a tungsten-alloy penetrator colliding with the eeramlc
target of Fig. 3. (b) The same event at the
same moment in time es simulated with the
HULL hydrocodes. (See “Modeling Armor Penetration” for a dlscussion of the hydr ocodes.)
The iight blue areas in the computer simuiation are regions of faiied ceramic that do not
appear in the radiograph because of Iack of
resolution and the tight conflnement of the ceramic by the target holder.

rubble flows from the impact hole, it
pushes inward and attacks the jet from
the sides. In the case of long-rod penetrators, material flows out the hole but
does not appear to attack the sides of
the penetrator as it goes.
From these experiments, we should
obtain radiographs of the dilatancy
mechanism in action and accurate materials data on such things as the hardness of the ceramic, One of the main
points of the tests is to accumulate more
accurate experimental data to validate
code-modeling parameters for armor and
anti-armor designers.
Although the PHERMEX experiments
provide valuable data, several fundamental questions about the dynamic behavior of ceramic armor are more easily
addressed in laboratory experiments.
One question concerns the sequence of
events-does fracture occur at the rear
of the ceramic (Fig. 4) during the passage of the initial shock wave or later
as the penetrator forces its way through
the material? In addition, scientists must
determine what factors dictate the size
and shape of the individual fractured
particles and then understand how to
model penetration of the resulting pulverized material.
To address such questions, Los Alamos scientists have designed two experiments that complement the PHERMEX
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